
The Craft of Poetry 

We’ll study one (not the only!) approach to writing poetry, focusing our attention on concrete 

images, clear syntax, and strong nouns and verbs as we investigate lyric, list, narrative, direct 
address, and erasure poetry techniques. We’ll write poems with universal meaning, not puzzles 

that leave readers confused. And we’ll work in free verse, though you’re welcome to write in form 
if you talk to me first. 

Concrete Images and the Five Senses 

Poems are often rooted in abstract ideas and emotions, with concrete images to convey these 
abstractions with precision and clarity. Your images should make literal sense, both alone and in 

combination with one another, and they should draw on the five senses when possible. 

Consider “Tours” by C.D. Wright. I have highlighted the poem’s concrete nouns in bold. 

A girl on the stairs listens to her father  
Beat up her mother. 

Doors bang. 

She comes down in her nightgown. 

 

The piano stands there in the dark  

Like a boy with an orchid. 

She plays what she can 

Then she turns the lamp on. 

 

Her mother’s music is spread out 

On the floor like brochures. 

 

She hears her father 

Running through the leaves. 

 

The last black key 

She presses stays down, makes no sound 

Someone putting their tongue where their tooth had been. 

“Tours” relies on concrete nouns and strong verbs and it includes very few adjectives, adverbs, or 

abstract or imprecise words. The language is simple but direct and powerful. 
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• Avoid abstractions, building clear and concrete images instead. 

• Delete unnecessary adjectives and adverbs in favor of strong nouns and verbs. 

• Engage as many of the five senses as possible. 

• Avoid clichés, even if specific and concrete. A cliché is a saying, expression, or idea, often in 
the form of a simile, that has been overused to the point of losing its meaning and novelty. 

Figurative Language 

Use figurative language to transform vague or abstract language into concrete images. Figurative 

language should help readers make sense of your poem at the literal, surface level rather than 

sending readers outside the poem. Consider too how your images work together to build a 
unified picture, sound, or tone.  

Simile 
Similes are comparisons created with the use of “like” or “as.”  
EXAMPLE: My daughter dances in and out of the house, appearing like flashes of heat lighting 

against the backdrop of this summer evening. 

Metaphor 
Poets use metaphors to  liken two different or unrelated things without “like” or “as.”  
EXAMPLE: Tonight’s moon is a dinner plate on the sky’s table.  

Personification  
Writers use personification to apply human characteristics or actions to the nonhuman.  
EXAMPLE: The stars breathe in her musk and exhale slivers of light onto the blacktop. 

Synesthesia 
Synesthesia is the mixing of the senses.  
EXAMPLE: The symphony’s tympani drum tasted like coffee on my tongue. 

Hyperbole 
Poets use hyperbole to present grand exaggerations.  
EXAMPLE: Mosquitoes invaded our tent by the billions. 

Understatement 
Understatement is the opposite of hyperbole. 
EXAMPLE: No one was at the carnival—we waited in line just one time. 
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Allusion 
An allusion is a reference to a well-known person, place, thing, or idea from literature, film, 
music, etc.  
EXAMPLE: “I think if you imagine it, like that Beatles guy used to sing about?” from “Peace” by 

Jacqueline Woodson 

 

• Check your figurative language for concreteness and clarity of meaning. 

• Consider how figurative language and other images in the poem work together—they shouldn’t 

conflict or confuse the poem’s meaning or context. 

• Remove clichéd metaphors and similes. 

Rhythm and Melody 

Rhythm is the beat, and melody is the sum of the musical parts, or the overall music of a poem. 

Poets make both rhythm and melody using a variety of techniques like sentence and line 
variation, repetition, form, alliteration, and rhyme. Line breaks and punctuation are also 

important tools for controlling rhythm, but I’ll address those techniques in separate sections. 

Sentence and line variation 
Poets vary the lengths of their sentences and lines, as well as the sentence structures they use, to 
emphasize or minimize sounds made by words and phrases. Punctuation plays a role here too, 

since it can speed up or slow down a sentence or line. 

Repetition 
Repeated words and phrases can, if introduced often, add a steady, drum-like beat to a poem. 
When sprinkled throughout a poem, repetitions unify the lines much like repeated musical 

phrases in symphonies. 

Form 
Poets use verse forms—usually accentual, accentual-syllabic, or syllabic—to repeat words, sounds, 
and linguistic inflections and create prescribed rhythmic structures. Form is far more complex 

than rhyme scheme. For example, a sonnet is an accentual-syllabic verse form that requires a set 
number of lines (14), a specific syllable count per line (10), and a rhyme scheme plus a defined  

pattern of accented and unaccented syllables within each line (usually iambic pentameter).  
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Alliteration 
Alliteration refers to the repetition of sounds in neighboring words, particularly the first 
consonants of those words. Because the distinctions between alliteration, assonance, and 

consonance are confusing, I include in this category the repetition of consonant and vowel 
sounds, regardless of where they appear in each word—this broad definition of alliteration 

overlaps with slant rhyme (below). 
EXAMPLES: shake, shook, shine / chatter, settle, literary / finish, shallot, seashell 

Slant rhyme 
A slant rhyme—also called half, near, or imperfect rhyme—is an approximate rhyme, usually with 

only a vowel sound in common among multiple words. 
EXAMPLES: soul, all / around, town / tongue, from / load, goes, know 

Full rhyme 
Full rhymes are made with identical sounds in neighboring words, usually following different 
initial sounds.  
EXAMPLES: cat, bat / light, bright / synesthesia, amnesia 

Rhymers beware! Poems with full rhymes at the ends of the lines usually come off as simplistic 

and juvenile. You’ll have trouble finding an audience for full end rhymes among today’s readers 
unless you…. 

• Write formal poetry like ”Rockin’ a Man, Stone Blind,” a villanelle by Carolyn Beard Whitlow. 

• Combine techniques like repetition, internal rhyme, and accentual verse, as in “We Real Cool” 

by Gwendolyn Brooks. 

• Mimic a specific type of music that relies on rhyme and repetition, as Langston Hughes does in 
“Dream Boogie.” 

• Fulfill expectations of a particular genre, and maybe highlight its absurdity like A.E. Stallings 
does in her “Fairy-tale Logic” sonnet. 

• Use only one or two full end rhymes alongside other techniques like repetition, alliteration, 

internal, and slant rhyme. Phillip B. Williams does this in “Speak.” 

Internal rhyme 
An internal rhyme is a full or slant rhyme appearing within a line of poetry, not at the end of it. 

Internal rhyme is often a great way to deemphasize full rhymes while also controlling the rhythm 

of the line and melody of a poem—but like full end rhymes, full internal rhymes can sound sing-
songy and childish if used too frequently. 
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• Use very few, if any, full rhymes at the ends of your lines, unless you’re writing in form. 

• Experiment with alliteration, slant rhyme, and internal rhyme. 

• Play with different types of repetition, such as a set of chorus-like lines, repeated ideas 
presented in different words, and parallel sentence structures. 

• Read your poetry aloud to hear the rhythms. Listen for the sounds your poems make. 

• Consider how readers’ expectations of sound and silence affect the rhythm of your language. 
Slam poets play with audience expectations in real time, introducing rhythms and rhymes, 

letting words hang in silence, pushing and pulling the language to propel and halt emotions, 
and playing with and against reader expectations of where the rhythms will take a poem. You 

can do this in written poetry through line breaks, punctuation, enjambment, and end-stopped 

lines (more on these techniques in a minute). 

Line Breaks 

The line break is a tool the poet uses to create rhythm and melody, to work with or against 

readers’ expectations of what’s to come in a sentence, to infuse poetry with intonations like we 
use in daily speech, and to highlight or reinforce meaning. 

Meaningful breaks 
The break is where the line or stanza stops, and it affects the rhythm of a poem. For example, a 

poem with long lines will usually have a slower rhythm than a poem with two-word lines. 
Consider the line breaks in the opening stanza from “Lucky Duck” by Sandra Lim. 

Be large with those small fears. The whole sky 

has fallen on you and all you can do about it is 

shout, dragging your fear-ettes by their pinked ears. 

In the first line, the focus is on the “small fears” compared to the much larger “whole sky.” If we 
move “has fallen” to the end of the first line, the meaning changes slightly: now the small fears are 

under the weight of a fallen sky. Neither version is right or wrong—it’s up to you, the poet, to use 
line breaks to emphasize your intended meaning. 

The second line leaves the reader in suspense by offering an incomplete idea: “all you can do 

about it is.” This line break leaves the reader asking, “what can you do about it?” If we move 
“shout” to the end of the second line, the revision would provide an immediate answer and 
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emphasize shouting over the more subtle action that follows. Lim’s version gives equal weight to 

shouting and “dragging your…ears.”  

Rhythmic breaks 
Each line break decision also affects the poem’s rhythm and melody. The beat would be steady 
and drum-like if Lim had broken the first stanza of “Lucky Duck” into grammatical units like this: 

Be large with those small fears. 

The whole sky has fallen on you 

and all you can do about it is shout, 

dragging your fear-ettes by the pinked ears. 

This revision emphasizes the monosyllabic full rhymes—fears/fear/ears and about/shout—that, 

combined with the steady beat, lend a nursery rhyme quality to the stanza and could lead readers 
to imagine Chicken Little (“The sky is falling!”) rather than focusing on the poem’s more mature 

discussion of embracing and learning from “small fears.”  

Lim’s original line breaks are stronger than the revisions I’ve presented above. She uses 
enjambment to move the full rhymes away from the ends of the lines, reducing the sonic 

emphasis on them. Her rhythm is complex, interesting, and unexpected, and it complements her 
intended meaning. 

Enjambment 
Enjambment is the continuation of a grammatical unit across multiple poetic lines or stanzas—the 

line ends without punctuation or pause. 

EXAMPLE: from “Creation Myth” by Iliana Rocha 

all good for grinding. Mocajete, fist, & knuckle decomposing mass 

                       & matter, baby & mother. When she tried to stillbear me it hurt 

      until she cried diamonds while my father was swapping spit 

EXAMPLE: from “Ode to Fetty Wap (written after a strip club)” by Roya Marsh 

the weight of that bass 

hits hard 

like Gawd’s tears 

landing on glow in the dark floors 

EXAMPLE: from “I’ll Remember You As you Were, Not As What You’ll Become” by Erika Meitner 

The streets belong to no one 

and everyone and are a guide 

for motion, but we are so numerous 
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there is no pavement left on which to 

release our bodies, like a river spilling 

over a dam, so instead my body 

Because readers physically move their eyes from the end of one line to the beginning of the next, 

line breaks automatically create pauses in a poem. The length of the pause depends of the length 
of the line and whether or not the end of the line includes punctuation. An enjambed line usually 

commands a shorter pause than a line of the same length with a period at the end of it. 

Iliana Rocha uses relatively long lines in the example above, lengthening the pause between lines 

without losing the breathless quality of the enjambment. Roya Marsh’s shorter lines speed up the 

poem and emphasize the concrete nouns at the ends of most of the lines: bass, tears, floors. Erika 
Meitner’s poem offers medium-length lines that end with different parts of speech—pronoun, 

noun, adjective, article, verb, and noun—and leave readers anxious for the continuation of each 
enjambed line. 

End-stopped lines 
The opposite of enjambed lines, end-stopped lines end with punctuation such as a comma, colon, 

em dash, or period. Some poets purposely omit punctuation—the line is still considered end-
stopped if it ends in a complete grammatical unit that implies punctuation. 

EXAMPLE: from “Hip Hop Analgies” by Tara Betts 

If you be hands thrown up, 

                 then I be yes, yes, y’all. 

If you be throwback, 

                 then I be remix. 

If you be footwork, 

                 then I be uprock. 

If you be turntable, 
                 then I be crossfader.  

EXAMPLE: from “Ramadan” by Kazim Ali 

Hunger opens you to illiteracy, 

thirst makes clear the starving pattern, 

the thick night is so quiet, the spinning spider pauses, 

the angel stops whispering for a moment— 

The secret night could already be over, 

you will have to listen very carefully— 
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EXAMPLE: from “Brown Girl Manifesto (Too)” by Marlyn Chin 

Ornamental     Oriental     techno     impresarios 

      I am your parlor rug     your chamber bauble 

Love me     stone me     I am all yours 

Tara Betts’ poem has a quick and steady beat because of the short, end-stopped lines and 

repeated sentence structure. Kazim Ali repeats a list structure and end-stopped lines, then 

changes the syntax in the third stanza to alter the poem’s rhythm. This poem also uses a 
technique Richard Jackson calls “stretching syntax”—Ali extends one sentence over several lines 

to give the poem a “breathless” quality despite the end-stopped lines. Though she includes no 
punctuation, Marilyn Chin’s lines end where readers take a natural pause and expect punctuation

—a comma after “impresarios,” and periods after “bauble” and “yours.” 

 

• Create a varied pattern of enjambed and end-stopped lines to control rhythm. 

• Fight the tendency to break your lines in standard grammatical units. 

• Use line breaks to create meaningful hesitations between words. 

• Break your lines in unexpected places to alter rhythm and meaning. 

• Be mindful of how each line break alters the meaning of the sentence, line, and entire poem. 

Concision, Precision, and Grammar 

Rita Dove describes poetry as “language at its most distilled and most powerful.” Poets are like 

chemists distilling language to remove its impurities. Fluff words and phrases, confusing syntax, 

clichés, and unessential adjectives and adverbs are common impurities you’ll need to remove as 
you revise your poems. 

Concision 

As noted in The Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics, “The privileging of concision is as 

long as the history of poetry and ranges across both Western and non-Western traditions.” Poet 
Brad Leithauser writes this in “In Praise of Concision”: “Concision in its broadest spirit 

encompasses far more than a stripping of verbiage. It clarifies the contours, it revels in the sleek 

and streamlined.” Writing poetry is often about finding the right words and sheering away 

everything else. 
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Precision 
As you develop your own “sleek and streamlined” poetry, you must minimize words without 
sacrificing clarity. Replace clichés with clear and concrete images, replace adjectives + weak 

nouns with strong nouns, and adverbs + weak verbs with strong verbs. Most importantly, don’t 
remove a word or phrase if its absence will prevent readers from understanding what the image, 

sentence, line, or entire poem means. 

Grammar 
In “Grammar for Poets” Michael Ryan writes, “Every English sentence occurs against the S-V-O 
grid: fulfilling it, frustrating it, playing with or against it.” Ryan addresses the need for correct 

grammar and punctuation in poetry, as well as adherence to the S-V-O form unless the writer has 

a specific, artistic purpose for subverting readers’ expectations of a standard English sentence. If 
you choose to subvert or challenge your readers’ expectations, your reason for breaking the 

standard S-V-O grid should be tied to meaning, not because you forgot to proofread your work or 
because you forced the language into a specific form. 

Punctuation is an important tool for the poet, though not all poems include punctuation or even 

capital letters. But this decision, like all other decisions in poetry, should be well-reasoned and 
made on a poem-by-poem basis. Poems that omit punctuation and/or capital letters—standard 

signals to readers that ideas are beginning or ending—are very difficult to write well.  

Lucille Clifton was the master of the brief and unadorned line, but she has few equals. In “garden 

of light,” for example, Clifton uses line breaks and spacing to replace punctuation. Here are the 

first two stanzas: 

for some  

it is stone  
bare smooth  

as a buttock  

rounding  
into the crevasse  

of the world  

for some  

it is extravagant  

water   mouths wide  
washing together  

forever   for some  
it is fire  

for some air  

I strongly recommend you use capitals and punctuation. If you don’t, I’ll be looking for your 
poems to make sense despite the omissions. 
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• Edit out unnecessary words and phrases, especially adjectives, adverbs, and clichés. 

• Use standard S-V-O sentence structures. Satisfy your reader, you will not, if your poems 

sound like Yoda wrote them. 

• Follow basic rules for punctuation and capitalization. 

• Proofread your poems to be sure your meaning is clear at the sentence level. 

Universal Meaning 

No matter how personal the material or inspiration, the poems you write for this class should 
mean something to someone besides you and your close friends and relatives. 

In Scott Dalgarno’s 2012 interview with poet Ted Kooser, the former U.S. Poet Laureate confesses, 
“I’ve inadvertently written lots of poems that meant nothing to anybody else, and I’ve mailed 

those poems to editors from coast to coast, hoping that they would be published, only to realize 

when they were rejected that I’d written them just for myself.”  

Writing only for yourself is not always a bad thing—but you shouldn't do it when you plan to share 

your work with an audience, as you’ll do in this class. The best poetry expresses thoughts and 
emotions clearly enough to resonate with other human beings. 

Ironically, universal meaning is often achieved when poets offer specifics about their own, unique 

experiences. Your readers don’t need prior knowledge of a poem’s topic for it to impact them—it’s 
your job to infuse the poem with necessary context and background information, consistent tone 

and style, and complementary content and rhythms that all work together to magnify meaning. 

 

• Build each poem around the particular vocabulary, imagery, and knowledge of your poem’s 
speaker, even if the speaker is you in a particular mood or moment in time. 

• Use pronouns purposefully, letting your readers know exactly who you mean by “I,” “you,” “we,” 
“he,” “she,” and “they.” 

• Discover meaning through multiple drafts and revision. 

• Imagine the reader as a specific person. As Kooser advises, “If you keep the shadow of that 
reader—like a whiff of perfume—in the room where you write, you’ll be a better writer.” 
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Types of Poetry 

The following list is not exhaustive—it includes only the types of poetry we’ll study. 

Lyric 
The lyric poem comes out of the ancient tradition of personal poetry written for musical 
accompaniment (think Sappho). Today, though rarely set to music, lyric poems generally rely 

upon music-like patterns, focus on the speaker’s emotions, and deliver meaning through 
figurative language and imagery. 

Lyric poems are often about love, like Louse Gluck’s “Vita Nova,” but they can also focus on darker 

emotions, as Charles Bukowski’s “Alone with Everybody” demonstrates.  

When writing lyric poetry, begin with an emotion and help your readers experience it through 

concrete images built on the five senses. As you develop the poem, pay close attention to the 
individual rhythms and overall melody of the poem, playing with techniques such as rhyme, 

alliteration, repetition, and enjambment. 

List 
List poems include lists of related items. List poems often rely on repetition, such as the “I want” 
starting most lines of Kim Addonzio’s “What Do Women Want?” and “My wife” that begins many of 

Andre Breton’s lines in “Freedom of Love.”  

Most importantly, list poems are heavy on concrete imagery and build meaning through 
accumulation. The connections and sometimes disconnections between the things listed bring 

readers to an understanding of the overall meaning of the poem. A clear title is almost always the 
key to both writing and understanding a list poem. 

When writing list poems, start with a strong title to help readers understand the connections 

between the items you list, use concrete images that make sense together, and be willing to 
surprise (but not confuse) your readers with unexpected images and sounds. Monotone lists can 

be tedious. 

Narrative 
Narrative poetry, as its name implies, borrows elements from story. At minimum, a narrative 
poem must have a character and a conflict. Narrative poems often include some sense of 

completion or resolution of the conflict. 

Tina Chang’s “Astroturf” tells a complete story with multiple characters, a clear conflict, and 

resolution of the narrative event plus the speaker’s thoughts on it. Brigit Pegeen Kelly offers a 

complete story in “Black Swan,” but she moves beyond realism to include elements of fantasy.  

Not all narrative poems tell a full story—Jericho Brown offers only a snippet of narrative in “A 

Young Man,” shifting the focus to the speaker’s thoughts in the second half of the poem. 
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When you have a story to tell, consider if and why poetry is the best medium for presenting it. 

Though narrative poetry comes from the epic and ballad traditions, today’s narrative poems tend 

to be much shorter and less plot-focused than their predecessors—the narrative events are often 
limited to a brief experience or memory, with emphasis on character, image, and the impact of 

the story on the speaker. 

Direct Address 
Direct address poems speak directly to someone or something, and they can take on the form of a 
letter like Lucille Clifton’s “note, passed to superman,” a monologue like Simone Muench’s “Tom 

Waits, I Hate You,” an ode like Keven Young’s “Ode to Pork”, or the speaker’s unspoken thoughts, 
as in Kamila Aisha Moon’s “Watching a Woman at the M101 Express”. 

When writing a direct address poem, imagine a specific person, character, or thing as your 

audience and be sure the “you” in the poem consistently refers to that person, character, or thing 
throughout the poem. Finally, explore the relationship between the speaker—the “I”—and the 

person being addressed—the “you”—and provide enough background information for the reader 
to understand the poem’s situation and context. 

Erasure/Blackout 
An erasure or blackout is a type of found poem in which the poet erases or blacks out at least 

50% of the source text—usually a literary work, historical document, newspaper or magazine 
article, or government document. Erasures most commonly highlight, subvert, or challenge the 

thesis of the source text, as do “Annunciation Under Erasure” by Mary Szybist and “It Embraces 

All of Me” by Chase Berggrun. 

As we experiment with erasures, try working with a source text you feel strongly about, whether 

you love it or hate it, and focus on the most interesting and significant nouns and verbs in the 
source text. 

 

 

• Consult the course schedule for each day’s topic, then review all relevant sections in this 

document before you complete the reading and writing assignments due for that day. 

• Reference this document as you prepare written critiques of your classmates’ work—I expect 

you to discuss and demonstrate your knowledge of specific elements of craft. 

• Review this document before your submit your formal poetry assignment, paying close 

attention to the “Writing Tips” sections. 
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